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Andie Newton
USA TODAY BESTSELLER
A CHILD for the REICH
They took her child...
She'll stop at nothing to get her back.

Karen Rose
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
BENEATH DARK WATERS

Vicki Delany
National bestselling author
Steeped in Malice

Lee Hollis
A baffling investigation and explosive secrets.
DEATH of a CLAM DIGGER

Patricia Adrian
THE Bletchley WOMEN
They’ll turn the tide of war and change their lives forever.

Brenda Novak
Small towns have big memories...
Talulah’s Back in Town

Laura Childs
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Honey Drop Dead

Ally Carter
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
THE BLONDE IDENTITY

Isabel Canas
VAMPIRES of EL NORTE
Author of THE LEGENDS
Nonfiction
Audiobooks

- Audiobooks

- DVDs

- DVDs
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